The very essence of walking with God is dynamics. In Acts 1:8 Jesus said, But you shall receive power after the Holy Spirit has come upon you and you shall be witnesses...!

The Greek word for power has at its root word “dyna;” the same root for dynamite, thus, the ideas of strength and force.

That same word is also the root of the word “dynamo” or dynamic. While all these words point to strength and power, they also point to something else: dynamics!

The word “dynamic” points to enthusiasm, energy and purpose, getting things done, being in motion while producing and undergoing development and change!

We are to be an energetic force that is always producing change while at the same time undergoing change. In other words, we should be ever adapting to the needs of the environment for the purpose of bringing positive change! We are dynamic witnesses!

When we accept the reality that our life as a believer will be ever changing, it becomes an exciting journey that constantly exposes the creativity and wisdom of God!

Because God is good and only good, we can trust that every time He leads us to change it is always the path to something better.

Two years ago we ended what had been an incredibly successful tradition that had spanned more than two decades: Summer Impact!

I didn’t know what was coming next, but I did know it would be better, not better as in “superior,” but better as in, “better for what God is doing today.”

As the future unfolds, I know that it is of the utmost importance that I stay sensitive to God to invest in our

World Changers. I want to make sure you have the tools to face the upcoming challenges with absolute peace, prosperity and purpose!

For us to abide in the Kingdom Resources, regardless of what happens in the world’s system, we must stay true to God’s purposes! Divine purpose is the starting place!

After purpose, we must know how to abide in peace. To hear and follow the voice of the Lord, we must not allow our hearts to become troubled. Fear, worry, anxiety, and trepidation always lead to bad decisions.

The peace of God is a tranquil state that is based on being made righteous in Christ and knowing that we are delivered from all the curses and qualified for all the blessings!

I want our World Changers to prosper and stay in good health as their souls prosper. This is the only way we can continue to invest in the world... if you prosper and are in good health!

If your heart is to change the way the world sees God, you don’t want to miss our first ever World Changer Weekend! Real change in the world always begins with us. You won’t leave the same!

Get up to the minute reports from ministries helping us take the Gospel of Peace to the world. Hear from Partners who have built incredibly successful Impact Groups and Book Clubs. Partake of incredible messages that will take you through the challenging times ahead!

If you are a member of our World Changer Team you can attend World Changer Weekend as my personal guest. Join me and some of my friends for a great weekend of ministry, worship, encouragement, and monumental faith building!
The laws of life are those laws that usher us into that realm of the miraculous, the realm where there is more than enough. (Eph 3:20-21) where it is so good it doesn’t even make sense, (Phil 4:7) a realm non-affected by any other force! This realm is called the Kingdom of God. It is the realm to which we are called to live! It can only be entered via the heart.

But all of that begins with the absolute, unswerving, uncompromising, immovable belief that we have been made righteous (qualified) by the righteousness obtained and given to us through the faith of the Lord Jesus! This absolute trust in the righteousness of God assures us that God is at peace with us. He will not hurt us. He will only fulfill His promises! This peace produces a tranquility that passes understanding. (Phil 4:7)

The peace of God creates a tranquility that has no compare. Drugs, deceit, and sin can cause a momentary state of tranquility; but they all require a continuous supply to sustain their addictive, deceptive feelings of tranquility! The peace of God is a state one enters when they know the righteousness of Jesus makes them acceptable to God and qualified for all His promises! From the state of peace we begin the journey of accessing those promises.

We can only gain access to the Kingdom and its promises by faith, and we can only experience the power of the promise by grace! Knowing a promise and experiencing a promise are two entirely different things. I don’t want to simply know about healing; I want to experience it! The knowing and the experiencing become the combination for joy! Promises not experienced do not promote joy, but frustration! What starts with faith righteousness will always end in grace (the capacity to experience).

Every promise of God is accessed through this process: Jesus made us worthy through His death, burial, and resurrection, we access the promise by faith, and we experience it through grace (the power and ability of God). Therefore, having been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom also we have access by faith into this grace in which we stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God. (Rom 5:1-3)

In our pursuit of a life of limitless happiness we will either pursue the way of the Kingdom or the way of the world! One will produce joy and life; the other will produce pleasure and death! People who love the world do so for one of two reasons: 1) The only pleasure they’ve ever known came from carnal, sinful sources. 2) They are unwilling to trust God.

Prov. 18:2 says, A fool has no delight in understanding. Why? Because a foolish (unteachable) person substitutes pleasure for joy! Maybe I should provide a definition for the two to help you better understand. Joy occurs in the heart as a result of revelation or creation. Pleasure happens in the body by stimulating the senses. Stimulation requires a dependence on the environment, the natural world. Joy requires a dependence on the inner world, the heart!

Because pleasure stimulates the body it is nothing more than a chemical reaction of hormones and other chemicals that are released causing the feeling of pleasure. This can happen with food, sex, entertainment, music, or any natural phenomenon. None of those things are wrong, but they do become destructive when they are used to replace joy!

Dependency on the “feelings of pleasure” for happiness creates an addiction. To get the same good feeling today that I got from sex the first time will require one of two things: 1) More stimulation, which leads to perversion, or 2) To feel like the first time, I need more first time partners, which leads to fornication and adultery.

When physical pleasure becomes your source of happiness, like all sin, it has a deceitful surprise for you. Because pleasure depends on the physical body’s supply of natural hormones and chemicals those supplies become depleted through excessive use (abuse). In time you need the stimulation not to feel pleasure, but to even feel normal.

This is the surprise of serious drug addicts. They never get the same high they got the first time. It takes more and more stimulation to even get close. But in time, their body’s resources become so depleted of normal, daily,
Heart Physics® has already been proven to bring about miraculous transformation for thousands of people. Now you can take the next step in developing your skills to better serve others, master your own life, or take your Heart Work abilities to the next level!

Becoming trained and certified as a Heart Physics Coach introduces you to the “inside” tools for using this incredible program. Your ability to help people will multiply exponentially with every session! You will find answers to “heart questions” you have sought your entire life! Your capacity to influence your own heart will increase beyond your wildest dreams!

Just imagine what it’s like to know that you can sit down and in just a few minutes you will stand up a changed person! The hit-and-miss cycles of life will end with your new level of skill and confidence. You will be able to apply the biblical directive to “establish your heart,” “guard your heart,” “direct your heart,” and “write on your heart” with ease!

In this concise, power-packed training you will go beyond the recorded program and learn how to tailor make biblical meditations designed specifically for the people you seek to help! You will actually practice with other Coaches so you leave with hands-on experience!

Who will benefit from Heart Physics Certification Training?

⇒ Pastors – Turn every sermon, every counseling session, and every conversation into something that influences the heart.
⇒ Counselors – Cut weeks out of counseling sessions and empower your clients to take their own life-changing steps.
⇒ Health Care Providers – Eradicate the underlying beliefs that sustain the cycle of sickness
⇒ Parents – Help your children establish a life of self worth and personal responsibility.
⇒ People desiring to become Heart Physics Trainers – Take the first step to becoming a trainer or receiving a Master’s Certification.
⇒ People who want to take charge of their own life – Develop your own life and break the cycles of struggle and defeat.
⇒ Those seeking to expand their “life tools” – Equip yourself to solve life’s problems quickly.
⇒ Those seeking to master their own life and future – Influence your own heart for the future you desire.
⇒ Teachers – Increase your capacity to promote whole mind learning.
⇒ Anyone who wants to help themselves and others will benefit from this training!

Heart Physics doesn’t take away from your practice or ministry; instead, it provides a synergistic resource that compliments your current tools. It adds depth and power to everything you are currently doing. It becomes a rich resource to expand your current capabilities. Heart Physics does what few programs can do, it gives you the means to involve and influence the heart. When thoughts, feelings, intentions, and actions harmonize, nothing is impossible!

Here’s some of what you’ll be getting:

⇒ An advanced introduction to biblical meditation
⇒ An explanation of meditative words in the Bible and what they mean to us
⇒ An understanding of the power of parables, concepts, and imagery
⇒ The process of immovable faith
⇒ The power of suggestion – the do’s and don’ts
⇒ The Nine Virtues – a life overhaul
⇒ Transformation versus change – making it easy
⇒ The experience of conducting a Heart Physics session
⇒ Ministry to the heart - getting past behavior modification
⇒ Mastering your tools - practice sessions
⇒ And much, much more….
Just a couple of days after starting
this article I got an email from a friend who
had gone through a very long, painful marri-
age followed by an incredibly difficult di-
 vorce. Like many people who wonder if there
is life after divorce, she was fortunate enough
to find someone with whom she could build
the relationship she never had.

In describing one of the things she
valued about her new relationship was the
freedom and ability to fight. For those who
dread any kind of conflict, you’ve got to be
emotionally recoiling by now! I know your
mind is screaming, “Fight? I don’t want to
fight! I hate fighting!” Or, if you’re an idealist
you’re thinking, “Couples with good marri-
ges don’t fight!” But if you will hang in here
with me for just a few moments you may dis-
cover a new freedom in fighting and always
winning.

There is one sure thing about con-
ict: it will always be here. Conflict exists
where there is more than one person. When
there is only one person there can still be in-
ner conflict, but be sure of this, there is no
such thing as life without conflict. And even
more shocking, there is no such thing as a
good relationship without conflict. The ques-
tion you have to ask yourself is this, “Do I use
conflict as a means to a better relationship or
as the vehicle to get my way?”

We all have our own personal defini-
tions of fighting as well as very specific sur-
ges of emotions when we think of fighting.
These emotions are based on our associations.
It’s all based on what we experienced as we
were growing up. At my house parents
fighting meant my mother would be beaten,
the house would be torn to pieces, and on a
really exciting night, my older brother or I would be
knocked out trying to defend our mother. It is
to grow up hating violence toward women,
children, and the defenseless.

Our personal feelings about
fighting or conflict are all based on associ-
atations. The emotions we feel when faced
with conflict are seldom based on the situa-
tion before us, they are usually based on all
our past experiences. Those experiences
compel us to deal with conflict in ways that
are nearly always ineffective.

As a believer I am called to renew
my mind. That doesn’t simply apply to
“religious ideas.” I have to redefine every-
thing about life. I can no longer interpret
any part of life based on past experiences
and ideas. Now we can define what
“fighting” means to us. We don’t have to
fight the way our parents did. We don’t
even have to fight the way our mate wants
us to! We can fight from an entirely new
set of rules and objectives.

Our definitions of fighting or con-
lict tend to be static. We have a “one size
fits all” definition. We have one interpreta-
tion of what it means to fight. But conflict
or “fighting” is a continuum. Like nearly
all things in the continuum, they manifest
differently based on the environment. A
“fight” can be as simple as, “I want espa-
gheti tonight!” he exclaims while staring
into a nearly empty refrigerator! “You al-
ways want spaghetti!” is the distraught
reply. “No, what I really want is for you to
go to the grocery and cook more!”

This conflict could go anywhere.
It could be a prelude to a divorce. In my
house as a child this would be the begin-
ing of a drunken binge by my stepfather,
night of violence, and days of emotional
pain. The environment that determines
where this could go is like the difference
between throwing a lit match into a fire-
into a gas can.

No matter how much this looks
like, sounds like, and feels like a carnival
ride in the “mad house,” it could be just the
opposite. Whether this “lit match” goes into
a gas can that burns the house down or a
fireplace that warms the home is determined
by my attitude.

Her response could be, “Well, I
have a job just like you! Why don’t you go
to the grocery and I’ll cook?” Then I could
have a heart awakening where I give my
wife a hug and say something like: “Honey,
I’m so sorry. I forget that my mom didn’t
work outside the home. Sometimes I forget
that I have to help you at home more. I’m so
sorry. Where can I take you to eat that you
will enjoy?” One person’s conflict can lead
to pain and heartbreak; another person’s
conflict can lead to love, understanding, and
even romance.

If I become paralyzed in my ac-
tions, if my relationship rules are defined by
the dysfunction of my parents, then Jesus
isn’t helping my life at all. Because Jesus is
my Lord I can decide how I want to relate
and respond to any aspect of life! I got
saved because I didn’t want to spend eternity
separated from God. I became a disciple
so I could live a better life. As a disciple I
want to handle conflict the way Jesus han
dled it. I want to follow His personal exam-
ples and the biblical principles of relation-
ships. It may take a lot of practice to get it
right; I may fail daily; but in the end, if I
trust God and walk in love I will experience
the life of my choosing - and I’ve made my
choice!

Maybe that’s the place to start.
What do you choose? How do you want to
handle conflict? How do you want to re-

ond? Proverbs 12:16 in the NLT says, A
wise person stays calm when insulted. Do you intend to stay calm when insulted or do you plan to retaliate? Do you want to fight
to get your way or do you want to fight to
get to a better relationship? If you don’t
make these decisions in advance, what
could be the fire that warms the home may
become the gas can explosion that burns it
down!

Let’s start by defining what it
means to win a fight; then let’s determine
how to always make that happen. The bibi-
cal way to win is never by making someone
else lose. The biblical way to win is to al-
ways seek an outcome that moves you to-
ward a more wholesome, loving relation-
ship.

The one rule that always applies is: No mat-
ter what, walk in love. Love has to do with
value, preciousness, and high regard. That
means we must commit to always talk to our
spouse in a way that promotes good self-
worth and feelings of high regard.
As a Certified Heart Physics Coach you will:

1. Become part of a team designed to uniquely equipped to bring the life of God to every person you encounter.
2. Acquire the peace of mind that comes from knowing the how’s and why’s that make this program work.
3. Obtain the satisfaction of being able to help yourself and others more effectively.
4. You earn certification to use Heart Physics in working with people one-on-one.
5. Complete the first step in becoming a Heart Physics Trainer.
6. Receive an opportunity to use something you love to increase your income.
7. Get special discounts on all Heart Physics programs, seminars and materials

As a Certified Heart Physics Coach I will:

- Be able to purchase all Heart Physics materials at 25% discount
- Receive greater discounts for volume purchases
- Receive special promotion discounts
- Be able to sell Heart Physics products at retail price
- Increase my earning potential as a Heart Physics Coach
- Receive a one year subscription to HeartWorks e-magazine
- Receive special discounts to all Heart Physics seminars
- Have access to a ‘members only’ Heart Physics chat room
- Receive special discounts on heart-related products by Dr. James B. Richards
- Have input and occasional involvement in the develop of new Heart Physics modules

How much will it cost?

Register early and get a huge savings!

1. Best Deal: For those who pay in full before April 1, 2009, the cost is an amazing $399.00.
2. Early Registration: For those who register before May 1st and pay the balance in full before June 1st the cost is still only $449. $99 registration fee must be paid to reserve your seat and your workbook.
3. The balance of $350 must be paid prior to June 1st
4. Standard Registration: For those paying June 1st – July 1st the cost is only $499.

When is the training? July 18-19, Impact Ministries - Huntsville, AL To sign up call Bee at 256-536-9402 ext 301!

Special 20% Discount - $75.00

Love is a matter of the Heart. It touches the very root of our existence. It should be the most powerful force in our life. Creating Love Beyond Words will provide you with the tools you need to create love that is far more than mere words. Through instruction, Heart Physics sessions and discussion you will learn the secrets of love at a new level!

Nothing defines our spirituality more than our capacity to give and receive love. Happiness is the fruit of meaningful relationships. Few things will alter the course of our life more than the people we date and marry. A recent study shows that even the length of our life is determined more by the quality of our relationships than any other factor. Nothing is more important to our physical and emotional health!

The peace that gives rise to creativity, spirituality, good health and success is determined by harmonious relationships more than anything else. Despite all this, building great relationships is not a college course, nor is it taught in success seminars. But you can acquire the tools and learn to write the message on your heart that will insure a lifetime of love, faith, peace, creativity and happiness!
Creating Love Beyond Words

To engage in conversation with the intention of making someone feel foolish or of no value is equivalent to murder. Under the Old Covenant a person was put to death for this type of communication. Listen to this interpretation of Jesus’ view of destructive speech: "You’re familiar with the command to the ancients, ‘Do not murder.’ 22 I’m telling you that anyone who is so much as angry with a brother or sister is guilty of murder. Carelessly call a brother ‘idiot!’ and you just might find yourself hauled into court. Thoughtlessly yell ‘stupid!’ at a sister and you are on the brink of hellfire. The simple moral fact is that words kill. (Matt 5:21-22, TMB)

In every situation do what protects your heart and creates the greatest probability of protecting the other person’s heart. That is done by communicating in ways that insulate at the close of the interaction you both feel right about yourselves as believers and people.

Words cannot be taken back. Once the damage is done you have no assurance of where it will all end. In my early ministry I did a lot of marriage counseling. When working with women who had negative feelings about sexual interaction with their husbands I would always ask, “Where did this problem begin?” With little exception the problem began on the wedding night or after childbirth. One night of selfishness became the course that turned passion into repulsion! Likewise, many divorces begin with one selfish moment of personal attack.

Make up your mind that winning is about the relationship winning, not you personally. For me to win I sometimes have to discover I am the one who is wrong. Sometimes I am the one who is to blame. Sometimes I am the one who needs to change. Winning occurs when I take the much needed step that gets the relationship on track.

They two shall become one means they two are constantly changing, evolving, and growing. Sometimes the realization of the need for growth occurs when I am offensive. The fact that I cause the hurt may mean that it is time to take another leap forward in my personal development.

Following is a list of just a few things essential for fighting and always winning:

1. Relationships are dynamic, not static. They are always changing and evolving. This means that I must always change and grow to meet the current need.

2. Turn a quarrel into a conversation as quickly as possible. Any fool can start a fight; only a peacemaker can stop one. It is honorable for a man to stop striving, since any fool can start a quarrel. (Prov. 20:3, NKJV) Quarrelling, like so many things in life, has no predictable ending. The beginning of strife is like releasing water; therefore stop contention before a quarrel starts. (Prov 17:14, NKJV)

3. You have to love you to love others. Sometimes husbands ought to love their own wives as their own bodies; he who loves his wife loves himself. (Eph 5:28-29, KJV) Some people fail to see this is a commission to love ourselves as much as it is to love our wives.

4. You cannot get what you want through wrath, force, and anger. Just because you’re angry doesn’t mean God is angry. Don’t use your anger to express His displeasure. If you can’t be angry and be objective, open, stay in peace, and maintain godly goals, then you are not ready to have the discussion. Man’s anger does not bring about the righteous life that God desires. (Ja 1:20, NIV) Angry words always stir up more anger.

5. Seek to understand before seeking to be understood. I first read these powerful words in the book, The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, by Stephen Covey. Since then it has become my cornerstone for all successful negotiation and interaction. Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to become angry. (Ja 1:19, NKJV) You’re not ready to speak until you understand the other person’s position.

6. If getting your way is your goal, everyone loses. For wherever there is jealousy (envy) and contention, (rivalry and selfish ambition) there will also be confusion (unrest, disharmony, rebellion) and all sorts of evil and vile practices. (James 3:16, AMP)

7. Always pursue peace. Pursue peace with all people. (Heb 12:14, NKJV) One very important question before any interaction is this: “Is the way I’m planning to handle this going to promote peace or conflict?” Until you are committed to peace you are not ready for the discussion.

8. Never assume to know why. Judgment is when we assume to know why others do what they do. That assumption deters mine how their action will affect me. I don’t know why they did what they did until they tell me. Living free from judgment results in living free from emotional pain.

9. I must tell you how your behavior affected me. I have no right to say why you did what you did or said what you meant. But I have every right to say how it made me feel. When you realize the effect it has on me, you have the opportunity to make it right or explain your actions.

10. It’s not love if it violates Scripture. I can never ask a person to do anything that violates Scripture as a way to prove their love. To do so would violate their sense of dignity to prove their love.

Brenda and I have not had the perfect marriage, but we have had a marriage that survives the crises of life and always finds its way to a greater love. Paul told Timothy that the goal of all instruction was love from a pure heart, from a good conscience and from a sincere faith. (1Tim 1:5) That should be the goal of all our communication with our spouse. After all, when all else fails, love never ceases to be effective. When love is the goal you always win, but they can win, too; the relationship can win, your children can win and the Kingdom of God can win! That’s a win, win, win, win, win situation!

Recently Brenda and I went through a few years of the greatest relationship trial we have ever faced: menopause, children and pain! For several years we struggled through the emotional swings of menopause at the same time that I personally struggled with incredible health issues and constant physical pain resulting from an automobile accident. All of this was compounded by our children facing some of their greatest life challenges. There were times that if you based your prognosis of our future on that moment you would have never believed the outcome we reached.

Through all that could be seen there was a force that could not be seen: love. In the middle of our greatest struggles we loved each other. Sometimes we loved one another like friends. Sometimes we loved one another like enemies; but in the end, love ran its course and we found romance again.

Applying these principles and the principles found in our book, We Still Kiss, is why we not only made it, but we made it and rediscovered love and romance.

INVEST IN YOUR LOVE LIFE

For incredible teaching series about relationships go to our web store and click on relationships. Or, take advantage of the special offer “Creating Love Beyond Words” on page 5. “An investment in your love life never costs, it always pays!” Jim Richards
pleasant feelings, that they must use their drug just to feel normal.

(As a side note, one reason that nearly all drug therapies fail is the absence of a holistic program that addresses spirit, soul, and body. When the physical issues are not addressed, the emotional feelings seldom recover quickly enough to prevent the person from using in an attempt to feel normal. Until people feel normal they will not have the freedom of mind to address the spiritual issues.)

Joe Dispenza, author of Evolve Your Brain, made this statement, “Joy is always the byproduct of the creative process.” I believe that is a truth that can be realized on so many levels. The person who lives out of their heart experiences joy regardless of the environment. From that peace and joy they have the capacity to change their environment rather than their environment changing them. When we sit down in a time of prayer and meditation and know that we can create the world we desire through our faith, we will experience a joy unspeakable!

The person who believes in unlimited living through the Lord Jesus has a continual feast! He who is of a merry heart has a continual feast. (Prov. 15:15) Everything about life becomes an exciting, joyful adventure to the person who lives out of their heart! Every interaction with God becomes a creative process that consummates in the heart! Every interaction with God becomes a world in and around you that has joy unlimited! When you love wisdom and following God, you will have the ears of your heart open to His every leading and He will lead you to a life of protection, provision, and abundant joy! When wisdom enters your heart, and knowledge is pleasant to your soul, discretion will preserve you. Understanding will keep you. (Prov. 2:10-11)

This article is based on the principles found in the new teaching series entitled: “How to Be Ridiculously Happy - No Matter What!” For more information about this series see add on page 7.

Join Me Every Week for Impact Live
Friday 7:40 pm CST

World Changer Weekend
April 17-19
Friday 7 pm—Sunday noon
Cookout after Sunday Session

Impact Ministries—Huntsville, AL
Limited space. No registration!

To register call 256-536-9402 ext 301 today!

apt reply. (Prov. 15:23)

For the man who lives out of his heart, every day is a holiday and every meal a banquet! Do we get pleasure from the things in the world? Yes, but Not because we work the world’s system of getting things as our basis for happiness. Eating a meal becomes a celebration of thankfulness to a loving Creator who gave us such diversity and the ability to enjoy every taste. Sexual interaction becomes the loving connection that bonds us to our mate. Even entertainment is more enjoyable because it is what we do to refresh ourselves, not what we do to enjoy life!

Delight yourself, find joy in the Lord and He will give you the desires of your heart. Make Him your joy, your strength, your everything! When you do, all other things will not only fall into place, but will become more enjoyable. Let His personal instruction and creative power become your joy and you will create a world in and around you that has joy unlimited! When you love wisdom and following God, you will have the ears of your heart open to His every leading and He will lead you to a life of protection, provision, and abundant joy! When wisdom enters your heart, and knowledge is pleasant to your soul, discretion will preserve you. Understanding will keep you. (Prov. 2:10-11)

This article is based on the principles found in the new teaching series entitled: “How to Be Ridiculously Happy - No Matter What!” For more information about this series see add on page 7.

Join Me Every Week for Impact Live
Friday 7:40 pm CST

Most destructive behavior in our lives would simply vanish if we were happy. Happiness is a God-given right! It is inherent in our makeup. We are genetically “wired” to be happy which is why we instinctively pursue it. Yet, most of those pursuits end in disappointment, self-destructiveness, and even addictions.

In this eight-message series you will discover how to allow happiness to emerge from within. You will gain new tools to help you enter into the state of happiness. In these eight information-packed messages you can: develop a greater capacity for happiness, discover the mind/body connection for happiness, understand the role that food plays in mood, realize the secret power of movement, learn to send unhappiness away, and much, much, more.

Peace, joy, and happiness are essential to our health, wealth, and productivity. God has designed you to be happy. Now you can know how! Discover a happiness that is beyond logic. End mood swings that change with circumstances.

Be happy - no matter what!

To order your copy call one of our World Changer Specialists today!
1-800-284-9402 ext. 301
or visit us online
www.impactministries.com

Available on
CD $56 | DVD $120 | MP3 $32

Changing the Way The World Sees God!
Free Message Offer!
“Seeing The Secrets ”

☐ YES, Jim! I want to be a World Changer! I want to Answer the Call and Change the Way the World Sees God! Please RUSH my FREE World Changer Packet and FREE series, “When Jesus Says Thank You” on ☐CD ☐MP3 My monthly gift will be $ __________

☐ I am enclosing my monthly World Changer gift $ __________

☐ Please send my Free CD Seeing The Secrets

☐ Please rush me “How To Be Ridiculously Happy No Matter What!”

☐ CD Sets @ $56.00 US + $7-US S&H $ __________

☐ DVD Sets @ $120.00 US + $7-US S&H $ __________

☐ Please send me “Creating Love Beyond Words” CDs and Workbook

☐ $79 plus $7 S&H $ __________

☐ I plan to attend “Heart Physics Certification.” I am enclosing:

☐ $99 reservation fee (non-refundable & non-transferable)

☐ $399 for the Best Deal Discount

☐ I want to register for World Changer Weekend

☐ I am enclosing my monthly World Changer gift $ __________

☐ PLEASE CHARGE MY CREDIT CARD ☐MC ☐Visa ☐Disc ☐Amex

Card No. ___________________________ Exp. Date ___________________________ Signature: ________________________________